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 ublic utility companies, farmers, stockbreeders and 
plant builders are our main customers whenever reliable 
and self-sufficient emergency power units are required!

Consulting, support, service and delivery are further es-
sential features which characterize our work.

Customers worldwide appreciate and trust FAS - let us 
convince you!
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 FAS GENERATORS - Affordable system security
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FAS generators can be operated with natural gas or liquefied 
petroleum gas. No further conversions are necessary.



10 - 530

Direct / Belt

LPG / NG / other

8 mbar

U p to 3 MW

Brushless
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Gas powered generators from FAS 
ensure the maintenance of your agri-
cultural production, such as for ex-
ample the drying of the grain or the 
stable ventilation and air-conditio-
ning, and protect it against possible 
damage!

An emergency power supply in farms 
ensures that damage to animals or 
economic damage caused by produc-
tion disturbances are eliminated or 
avoided.

Depending on your requirements, our 
units can also be operated with biogas 
and are distinguished by low-cost and 
clean electricity generation! Benefit 
from an efficient use of energy and use 
your own energy carrier!   
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With over 40 years of company history and with our international team, we make 
our contribution to your independent and secure energy supply.

As a long-term partner to the industry, we know the needs and requirements in 
this branches. Gas powered generators for emergency power supply, generators 
for peaks-shaving or for the continuous operation - no matter what is your in-
tended purpose for power generators, FAS is your partner!

Today, FAS has a modern and generously sized production capacity and is the-
refore able to manufacture all products in the highest possible quality, reliab-
ly and in a timely manner.

The power generators developed by FAS and our co-operation partners are ma-
nufactured by highly qualified employees with powerful machines and are sub-
ject to a comprehensive quality assurance system.

We are happy to advise you about the sale of a gas-powered power generator, 
the planning of an entire liquefied gas supply to the installation and commis-
sioning of the entire system.

After completion of the project, we will of course provide our customers with 
after-sales services and continue to support you!
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*Currently without CE approval

• VD Series - Cost-effective power units for everybody

• VR* Series - Gas powered power units - commercial + private

 • M* Series - The entry into the industrial class

 • R * Series - High-performance generators for industry

 • MN* Series - Gas-powered power units based on MAN engines 
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